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Part I: Above the Clouds: Lightning Sprites 
Sprite discharges are large scale natural plasma phenomena occurring due to penetra on of  
quasi‐electrosta c lightning field to mesospheric/lower ionospheric al tudes. It has been generally  
believed that sprites occur when the lightning field exceeds the conven onal breakdown threshold field, 
Ek, in the lower ionosphere. However, recent analysis of high‐speed video observa ons of sprites and 
electromagne c measurements of lightning field found that sprite streamers o en appear in the  
lightning field below the breakdown field with a magnitude as low as 0.2Ek. Current sprite theory can’t 
offer a sa sfactory explana on to how sprite streamers can form in such low lightning fields. Recently, 
we have found that sprite streamers can be successfully ini ated from ionospheric patches in a lightning 
field below Ek. The origin of those ioniza on patches may be a ributed to ionospheric disturbances  
created by meteor trails, electrodynamic effects from thunderstorm and/or lightning, and gravity wave 
breaking. This is the first study showing that the sprite streamer ini a on mechanism that we proposed 
can explain the main proper es of sprite streamer ini a on, including me scales, spa al scales, and 
speeds, observed by high‐speed cameras. 

 
Part II ‐ Subauroral ionosphere: S.T.E.V.E.  
Strong Thermal Emission Velocity Enhancement (STEVE) is an upper atmospheric phenomenon recently 
discovered through collabora on between the scien fic community and ci zen scien sts. Op cal data 
from an all‐sky imager (REGO at Lucy Lake) showed that STEVE is a narrow, mauve structure that forms 
south of the auroral oval (in the subauroral region) and Swarm satellite measurements [MacDonald et 
al., 2018]. The in‐situ satellite measurements indicate strong westward flows, high electron tempera‐
tures, and a sharp poleward boundary in the density trough, all characteris c signatures of subauroral 
ion dri s (SAIDs) associated with substorm ac vity and ion injec ons. A  
recent sta s cal study of STEVE has shown that STEVE forms about one hour 
a er substorm onset and it is associated with a longer than usual expansion 
phase [Gallardo‐Lacourt et al., 2018]. At the moment, li le is known about 
the dynamics that lead to the forma on of STEVE. However, because STEVE 
exhibits SAID‐like characteris cs and an unusually long substorm expansion 
phase, it is likely that both ionospheric and magnetospheric processes  
contribute to its forma on. In this study, we inves gate the magnetospheric 
condi ons and dynamics associated with STEVE and focus primarily on the 
occurrence, ming, and penetra on depth of energe c par cles.  
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